
Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.  would  you  likes  to  listen  to  a  story 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  first  gather  some  string  tape  and  paper 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Circle the compound words below. 

           wishful         driveway          goalkeeper           untied          daylight            
 

4.  Write the contraction for the words. 

      you are __________          she is __________          they will __________ 
 

5.  Add a prefix to match the meaning.       

   ____mount (mount again)     ____likely (not likely)     ____obey (opposite of obey)  

Unit 6.3  Day 1 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   is  bobs  dog  faster  than  jans  dog 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  the  girls  back packs  are’nt  at  they’re  houses. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Add er or est to match the meaning. 

    strong___ (more strong)          tall___ (most tall)          hard___ ( more hard) 

 

4.  Add apostrophes in the correct place. 

            the dogs tail          couldnt          the boys houses          youll  
 

5.   Divide the words into syllables with a  /.Circle the CVCe syllable in each word.                               

                 f e m a l e                 u n l i ke                 a l i v e 

Unit 6.3  Day 2 



Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   we  delivered  roses  to  mrs  millers  class room 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  we  couldnt  padle  jons  boat  up  the  river 
 

3.  Write the plural form of the nouns. 

       mouse __________          lady __________          goose __________           
 

4. Write the past tense form of the words below. 

                say __________          race __________          tell __________ 
  

5.  Circle the proper nouns below. 

car          The Three Little Pigs            Wanda          New York 

Unit 6.3  Day 3 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.  janets  cat  are  biggest  than  mine  cat  
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  kendras  favorite  months  is  may  june  and  july  
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Write the word that goes with the abbreviation. 

                Dr.  __________          Mr. __________          Feb. __________ 
 

4. Which word means in a careful way? 

careless               carely               carefully               recareful 

5.  Rewrite the word in (parentheses) to make it a possessive. 

the (tigers) tails                the ___________ tails 

 

Unit 6.3  Day 4 



Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   why  do  you  has  you’re  sisters  book  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.   these  pillow  is  softest  than  mine 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.  Combine the sentences below to make one sentence.  Write the new sentence. 

                      We can watch a movie.                We can play a game. 

____________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Choose the correct form of the verb have to complete the sentence. 

                  The teachers ( have / has ) fun on snow days. 

5.  Circle the verbs below that show past tense. 

ran          jump          told          met          hit          saw          hopped 

Unit 6.3  Day 5 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.  those  is  the  colder  day  of  the  year 
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  have  you  seen  the  childs  toys 
 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Add er or est to match the meaning. 

    full___ (more full)        sweet___ (most sweet)        hard___ ( most hard) 
 

4. Add apostrophes in the correct place. 

            cindys house          shouldnt          mayas blanket          youll  
 

5.  Which word in the sentence is a synonym for difficult?  ________________________ 

      We had a hard time lifting the heavy bricks. 

Unit 6.3  Review 


